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ABSTRACT 

Students often experience confusion in determining whether the solution or reason he presents is a right or wrong 

solution. Individual awareness of conflicting information that impacts the concept of the cognitive structure itself is 

called cognitive conflict. Based on these problems, through this study, learning tools were developed in the form of 

cognitive conflict-based lesson plans and LKPD for junior high school students. The research method used is design 

research. It realizes of three phases: the preliminary, the prototyping, and the assessment. The research subjects were 

students of class VII SMP / MTs. Herein, observation, interviews, checklists, videotaping, student work results, and 

mathematical abilities tests were used as the data collection method. The collected data were analyzed descriptively. 

This research resulted in cognitive conflict-based mathematics learning tools (RRP and LKPD) for junior high school 

students. It met the valid criteria with characteristics; its content reflects the state of the art knowledge about the 

cognitive conflict; each component in the device is consistent. The tools developed are also valid in terms of 

presentation and language. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Mathematics is one of the most important lessons. 

Thus, mathematics at every level of education is proven, 

from elementary school to tertiary education. Besides, 

the function includes in algebra become one of the 

essential materials in learning. Moreover, it is beneficial 

for solving the problems that encounter in real life. 

Mathematics is a means of managing problems 

(problem-solving) [1], [2]. in this case, mathematics can 

be a medium for solving problems, both at school and in 

the environment of students. So this is one of the 

reasons for the importance of studying mathematics. 

Problem-solving skills are fundamental in learning 

mathematics and useful in other fields of study and 

everyday life [3]. Therefore, the integration of problem-

solving skills near the real world is the solution for 

solving the real world's problem and competition [4]. 

However, although problem-solving ability is crucial 

in learning mathematics, Indonesia's problem-solving 

ability is relatively low. Therefore, the student problem-

solving abilities are still in the low category. It can be 

seen from the results of [5] placing Indonesian eighth-

grade students in 36 out of 49 participating countries 

with the average student score of 397, while the 

international average score is 500. It is not much 

different from the survey results [6], [7], [8] show that 

Indonesia is ranked 61 out of 65 participating countries. 

Based on the results of research by Mairing (2017), It 

tested 124 students in Indonesia, and 94% of them had 

low problem-solving abilities. 

Therefore, the researcher did the preliminary study 

to see the students' mathematical problem-solving 

abilities, which is conducted on 21-22 July 2020 against 

students of class VII MTsN 2 Padang City by giving 

tests to students in the form of questions and interviews 

with teachers. It found that students' ability to solve 

mathematical problems is low. Figures 1 and 2 below 

show the examples of questions given and—the 

students' answers. 
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Figure 1 Examples of Problem-Solving Problems 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Examples of Students' Answers 

Figure 2 explains that students have not been able to 

solve the problems given. Students do not identify the 

problem first, even though it is crucial to make it easier 

for them to understand what they want. However, 

students immediately answer by making a line drawing 

to substitute for sugarcane segments without identifying 

it first. Students only immediately conclude that the 20 

segments of the sugar cane are the length of the 

sugarcane. This step is good, but students have drawn a 

line as a substitute for the sugarcane when determining 

the length of sugarcane. Students do not describe the 

sugar cane segment, so that students misunderstand that 

20 is the sugar cane length. 

Therefore, the students' answers explore the 

theoretical misconceptions that occur in students based 

on studying facts or events in an organized system. It is 

such as students being unable to calculate the 

multiplication of the value of segment and length of 

each segment of the sugarcane. 

Besides, researchers made observations of the LKPD 

that teachers have used so far. Here is an example of 

LKPD, which can be seen in figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 LKPD Used by Teachers 

Based on Figure 3, it can be seen that the LKPD 

used is adequate but only suitable for conventional 

learning methods because it appears that the activities in 

the LKPD are less intensive to be involved in solving 

problems and even tend to be monotonous. The students 

were less active in constructing conceptual 

understandings and not knowing any misconceptions 

(misconceptions) that students previously had. It is also 

explained by [9], which states that one of the factors 

causing misconceptions in students is monotonous 

learning activities. Meanwhile, available textbooks 

generally encourage teachers to teach mathematics 

mechanically and algorithmically [10] [11]. 

One learning model suitable for improving problem-

solving abilities and correcting students' misconceptions 

is through a cognitive conflict-based learning model. 

The cognitive conflict-based learning model is a 

learning model that starts from the mismatch of 

concepts (misconceptions) that students have with 

actual scientific concepts to end the concepts that 

students have become correct. As expressed by [12] and 

the Cognitive Conflict-Based Learning Model, a 

learning model contrasts misconceptions in students 

with actual concepts to solve problems. 

Learning using a Cognitive Conflict-based learning 

model has been shown to increase students' ability to 

understand and strengthen concepts and solve students' 

problems [13], [14], [15]. In essence, students who learn 

with cognitive conflict-based learning models 

experience an increase in mathematical problem-solving 

abilities significantly. Based on these problems, the 

researchers designed cognitive conflict-based learning 

tools in class VII SMP / MTs. 
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2. METHOD 

This research type is Development and Research 

(R&D). Development research attempts to develop and 

validate products used in education [16]. In this study, 

researchers used the Plomp development model. The 

product produced is a useful, practical, and persuasive 

student worksheet (LKPD) based on Rumah Gadang's 

ethnomathematics. The Plomp model's development has 

three stages: the initial investigation phase, the 

prototype development or prototyping phase, and the 

assessment phase [17].  

Herein, the researcher carried out various analyzes 

to design cognitive conflict-based mathematics learning 

tools. The analysis in question includes curriculum 

analysis, concept analysis, and analysis of student 

characteristics. Based on the analysis results, the 

prototyping stage has designed a cognitive conflict-

based mathematics-learning device. After that, the 

experts (mathematics education, learning technology, 

and language) validated the model prototype. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The preliminary stage carried out some analysis to 

design the need for learning tools. It is: needs analysis, 

curriculum analysis, concept analysis, and student 

characteristics analysis. The needs analysis stage found 

that the teacher has designed mathematics lesson plans 

based on the 2013 curriculum. However, the teachers do 

not understand the 2013 curriculum implementation on 

learning activities., Therefore,   the learning has not 

been optimally implemented according to the 2013 

curriculum. Furthermore, teachers only got lesson plans 

through friends and MGMP meetings (Teacher 

Deliberation Subjects). Second, teachers have not used 

LKPD either made by them or purchased from 

publishers so that in the learning process, teachers only 

use textbooks. 

Curriculum analysis is carried out to analyze core 

competencies (K.I.) and basic competence (K.D.) for 

class VII in the first semester. The results of the K.I. and 

K.D. The analysis is used to formulate indicators of 

competency achievement. The concept analysis results 

based on the curriculum used were four chapters studied 

in class VII Semester I. Due to time constraints, the 

material being tested was chapter 3 algebraic form (KD 

3.5). In the algebraic form, there were eight material 

concepts to be made into 6 LKPD. 

Besides, to know the student's characteristics in 

learning mathematics, the researcher did the student's 

analysis by giving an open questionnaire to class VII-A 

students at MTsN Padang City. The analysis result 

obtained several characteristics of students, namely (1) 

9 students (60%) students liked A4-sized LKPD 

(Quarto), (2) 8 people (53.33%) students liked LKPD 

with letter size 12, (3) 7 people (46.67%) students liked 

LKPD with Comic san ms font, (4) Students liked 

LKPD covers that were colored, eight people (53.33%) 

students liked the color of the students was green, (5) 

Students liked the colored sheet LKPD, seven people 

(46.67%) students liked the color of the students was 

white, (6) 9 students (60%) students prefer examples of 

questions or problems related to general contexts, (7) 10 

students (66.67%) students prefer LKPD that use 

pictures to increase their attractiveness, and (8) 9 people 

(60%) students like pictures related to general contexts. 

Based on the analysis above, The next stage was to 

design the learning tools needed. The learning device 

begins with a cover, then a table of contents, supporting 

information, concept discovery activities, and exercises. 

The following is an example of a cognitive conflict-

based learning tool design based on preliminary 

research analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Examples of Study Instructions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 The Example of LKPD Numbering 
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Figure 6 Examples of Pre-Conception and 

Misconception Activities 

Figure 6 is an example of pre-conception and 

misconception activities that aim to find out students' 

prior knowledge before learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Examples of Presenting the Cognitive Conflict 

Figure 7 is an example of presenting cognitive 

conflict in LKPD. Presenting cognitive conflict 

phenomena aims to create conceptual cognitive conflict 

in students before carrying out a conceptual change 

process to find new scientifically correct concepts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 The Examples of Concept Discovery 

Figure 8 is an example of presenting cognitive 

conflict in LKPD. Presenting cognitive conflict 

phenomena aims to create conceptual cognitive conflict 

in students before carrying out a conceptual change 

process to find new scientifically correct concepts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 Examples of Reflection 

The final activity at the LKPD is the reflection or 

giving the training, which aims to make educators able 

to assess the extent of students' understanding of 

concepts after carrying out the concept discovery stage 

and their similarities. 

The next stage conducted after designed the learning 

device is self-evaluation. It carried out on the device, 

aiming to see if there are still errors made on the 

prototype one learning device. Errors considered are 

clarity of writing, typing errors, use of images, misuse 

of terms, and punctuation errors. Thus, the result of self-

evaluation and improvement is the learning device by 

name prototype 2. 

After becoming prototype 2, five experts consisting 

of 2 mathematics lecturers, one mathematics teacher, 

one language lecturer, and one educational technology 
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lecturer validated the cognitive conflict-based learning 

device. The RPP validation results obtained an average 

value of 3.58, which is in the excellent category. 

Meanwhile, for the LKPD validation results, the average 

value is 3.5, which is also in the excellent category. 

Table 1 The Result of the Cognitive Conflict-Based 

LKPD Validation 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on the research results, this study concludes 

that the development of cognitive conflict-based 

learning tools (RPP and LKPD) is valid in terms of 

content and construct. The authors hope that the 

learning tool's evaluation can be continued to the next 

stage to see its practicality and effectiveness.  
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